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ABOUT SOLID WOOD

Wood, like any other natural porous material, continues to absorb and release  
humidity throughout its life. Ethnicraft designs furniture that adapts well to  
the hygrometric conditions of its environment. The design allows the wood to 
expand and contract.
Variations in wood grain, texture, colour, knots and other naturally occurring 
characteristics are inherent to solid wood. We believe that these imperfections 
contribute to the charm of Ethnicraft products. Wood is a product of nature, 
and we give our furniture the state-of-the art, superior finish it deserves. Our 
craftsmen apply different techniques such as wood inlaying and the use of 
wood paste. Ethnicraft consciously selects a specific quality of wood that adds 
more character to its designs.

CHARACTERISTICS
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OUR COMMITMENT

Wood has always been the core material in the Ethnicraft collection. Therefore 
we continuously think about the consequences for the environment and take 
environmental issues to heart: from the origin of the wood, the energy we  
use in the entire production and distribution process, to the treatment of  
the products and reduction of waste. Every day we try to be good stewards  
of the earth.

THE ORIGIN OF OUR CORE MATERIAL
Ethnicraft’s teak wood comes from two main sources. On the one hand, we  
carefully reclaim timber from neglected buildings or old warehouses, mainly 
from the island of Central Java in Indonesia. On the other hand, Ethnicraft works 
closely together with the Indonesian governmental body in charge of managing 
the teak plantations originally set up by the Dutch about 150 years ago. This  
government agency applies strict policies with regard to annual replanting, as 
well as to the size and quantity of trees felled each year.
As far as our oak is concerned, our partner factories work with French and 
Serbian oak from managed forests in Europe.

NO WASTE 
Production waste, such as remnants of logs, leftover wood and sawdust are 
re-used for other purposes. The sawdust from the logs is either used as fuel 
in the drying ovens or compacted as a basis for pallets. All the leftovers from 
cutting planks to size are recycled and used as base material or as finger joints 
for panels.

FSC ® LABEL FOR TEAK FURNITURE
Our commitment to the environment is reflected by the FSC® CoC (Chain of 
Custody) certification of our distribution centres.

FSC® is a worldwide independent, non-governmental, not-for-profit organisation 
that promotes responsible management of the world’s forests. In other words, 
this organisation guarantees that products carrying the FSC® label come from 
forests that are managed so that they meet the social, economic and ecologi-
cal needs of present and future generations.
In the case of Ethnicraft NV and Azur, the CoC certificate guarantees that the 
company is perfectly equipped to buy, stock and sell products with a specified 
FSC® certificate, originating from well-managed forests, controlled sources and 
reclaimed materials, or a mixture of these.
At the moment, several of the collections sold by Ethnicraft already have a FSC® 
100% Recycled label, meaning that the products are made of reclaimed timber. 
These collections are indicated in the catalogue. Moreover, all efforts are being 
made to increase the number of collections with an FSC® label.

Products with an *  
are FSC® certfified

ENVIRONMENT
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WALNUT FURNITURE

All walnut furniture is first tinted with coloured oil and then finished with 
natural oil. This finish forms a natural coating, protecting it against most  
substances and fluids, but is no complete guarantee against stains.

For daily care

For regular dusting, use a dry, non-fluffy cloth
For cleaning, use a damp sponge or cloth (not too wet!) with a mild  
solution of water and natural soap (no detergent)

For cleaning & surface refreshing

For refreshing the surface of the furniture when the wood starts to feel dry 
or for removing stains, Ethnicraft recommends Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner 
(3029) . Do not use this product daily. The Liquid Wax Cleaner is no  
guarantee against stains.

The fabric of our seating collection ET and N101 is dry clean only, which means 
that using water and soap can have adverse consequences. It may lighten the 
colour on the part that is cleaned. Furthermore, taking off one cushion cover 
and washing it in the machine, even on a low temperature, will not only lighten 
the colour, but will also shrink the fabric.

The upholstery of our teak chairs is made of 100% Belgian linen. It cannot be 
removed and if stained, can only be treated with dry cleaning products.

Our leather Saloon sofas are designed for indoor use only. All leather must be 
cleaned with a dry or, if necessary, slightly dampened cloth. Avoid hard rubbing 
when cleaning. Vacuum the seat platforms to remove dust or crumbs. Our leath-
er does not require feeding but can be enriched by using a quality leather cream. 

Our maintenance instructions apply to furniture that is frequently used, par-
ticularly dining, coffee and side tables. Every table has its own mainte-
nance requirements, depending on lifestyle and needs of the user. You are 
free to choose which products you use. Ethnicraft, however, cannot be held  
responsible for the results.

MAINTENANCE

UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS AND  
UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE
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Recommended humidity in the room: between 40% and 60%
Ideal room temperature: 21°C during the day, not below 14°C at night.
Avoid exposure to extreme conditions. Don’t put your furniture near heat-
ing sources or in highly air-conditioned spaces.
Although the furniture - apart from teak - is given a protective finish during 
production, it can still be susceptible to stains. We therefore recommend 
that any spilling is removed immediately to prevent staining.
When cleaning the surface, always work in the direction of the wood grain.
Like any natural material, oak will darken or yellow during its lifetime. 
Furthermore, teak and walnut will fade slightly when directly exposed to 
UV light (sunlight) . Therefore it is recommended to shield your furniture 
from direct sunlight and to move objects placed on the furniture from time 
to time, to prevent colour differences.  
Use placemats to prevent hot pots, pans and cold glasses or bottles from 
leaving marks on the furniture.

DO’S AND DON’TS

HOW TO KEEP YOUR ETHNICRAFT 
FURNITURE IN PERFECT CONDITION
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